Menu Configurator User Guide

This guide is to help familiarize users with the Aloha Online Ordering Menu
Configurator application. The Menu Configurator application is used to build out
the menu structure of the items that are displayed on the Aloha Online Ordering
Web Site.

Note: This guide aims to contain the majority of the menu items that a user with
Client Admin access will typically access.
If you require further information regarding a specific function that is not
documented, please contact the Aloha Online Ordering Implementation team.
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Using Aloha Online Menu Configurator
The Aloha Online ordering Web site menu is initially established by importing your POS menu into the
Web site through a series of Aloha Online Enrollment activities. Once the online ordering Web site is
activated, ongoing maintenance of the online menu must be managed through the Aloha Online Menu
Configurator tool.

Important Concepts to Know
It is helpful to understand the following terms before using Menu Configuration:
Internet Access — Internet access is required in order to update the online menu with changes made
through Menu Configurator. After the Menu Configurator tool is installed on your local hard
drive, the ongoing menu update process requires accessing the menu data stored on the Aloha
Online servers via the Internet. The menu data is stored on the server until the menu is opened
and the changes are promoted. Note: Although changes have been sent by the Menu
Configurator, they must be manually uploaded and implemented before taking effect online.
Single User Editing — Only one person at a time can manipulate data in the Menu Configuration
utility. If multiple people make changes to the Web design, be sure the design must be “checked
in” so the next person has access to the Web menu design data. Users can be overridden on a
temporary basis, but all changes made prior to the override are lost. Be sure to confirm with
whoever has checked out the design that s/he is not currently making changes before
overriding.
Automatic Updates — Menu Configurator automatically receives new versions and updates of the
utility when new features become available. No computer restart is necessary to implement the
changes.
Copy of the POS Data — The initial menu data in Menu Configurator originates from the POS data
imported during the Aloha Online Enrollment activities. This means the online menu is merely a
copy of the POS data with alterations to create a user-friendly interface. Deleting a menu item
or modifier online does not delete the corresponding item from the POS menu. The items will be
stored in the system until they are deleted from the POS data in-store. Aloha Online uses the
term “Web” in front of many common Aloha terms to reinforce the idea that all changes made
in Menu Configurator only affect the online menu, not store operations.
Data Relationships —It is important to remember that menu items, modifier groups, and modifiers
may have shared “data relationships” that are pre-determined in the POS configuration. This
includes shared modifiers, modifier groups, and the like. In other words, when a modifier name
or modifier group name is edited, the change is found in all instances where that item is used.
Some unique customization by item can take place in Menu Configurator; other requests, such
as adding a new modifier, must be completed in the POS before implementation into the web
menu.
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Installing the Menu Configurator Tool
The Menu Configurator tool can be downloaded using a link accessible from within Aloha Online Web
Admin. After it’s downloaded, it can be launched from a desktop shortcut.
1. Open Internet Explorer.
NOTE: Internet Explorer must be used as the Web browser to download Menu Configurator. The Web Admin page can
be accessed and modified with any browser outside of downloading this tool.

2. Type the following Aloha Online Web Admin URL in the Web browser
address: https://admin1.alohaonline.radiantsystems.com/login.aspx
3.

Type your user name and password. These are the same credentials used to log into Web
Admin.
NOTE: If you do not know your user name or password, email product support at:
a.

grp-alohaonlinesupport@radiantsystems.com

4. Click Log In.
5. Click the Select link that corresponds to your company/role.
6. From the Menu Configuration menu, select Download Menu Configurator.
7. Click Download Menu Configurator.
NOTE: The installation process may take several minutes depending on the Internet connection speed.
The Menu Configuration screen automatically opens after the download is complete.
You may save a shortcut to your desktop for easy access and future use.
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Menu Configurator Screen Overview
1. Menu tree — Located on the far left-hand side of the application. Displays the items and
modifiers in a collapsible menu tree, including:
Submenus — Online menu headings that organize the web menu to better reflect
paper menu organization. Common submenus are Appetizers, Entrees and Drinks.

Menu Items — Indicates the name of the item on the Web site. This is where
descriptions are entered; these allow for customers to understand what the menu
item is, and the ingredients included. All menu items are labeled with a folder in the
menu tree.
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Sales items — Indicates individual menu items found in the POS. This is where each
item has a price assigned, and all available modifier groups can be located. Sales
items are labeled with a green dollar sign.

Modifier groups — Collections of item modifiers. These groups are pre-determined
in the POS, but can be customized for each menu item. All modifier groups need to
be related to a sales item in the POS prior to web menu implementation.
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Modifiers — Individual item modifiers that have been linked with specific modifier
groups. All relationships between modifiers and groups must be programmed in the
POS prior to implementation online.
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2. Preview view — Enables you to view selected item or submenu attributes in the center of the
screen. This feature is used to preview organization of menu items, modifier groups and/or
modifiers before publishing.
3. Item Properties window — Located on the top right-hand side of the application. This enables
you to make changes to selected items. Typical changes include item names, descriptions and
minimum and maximum selections.
4. Known Relationships window — Displays where else in the web menu that specific item is used.
This is commonly used prior changing shared modifier names and modifier groups. Some
changes will make sense to the user in one place, but not in others.
9
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Menu Configurator and the Online Ordering Page
The specific areas within the Menu Tree described above correspond with the following in the web
menu:
Submenus:

Menu Items and Descriptions (folders). This shows the Menu Tree and Item Properties Window:
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Sales Items (dollar signs). This example shows multiple sales items in one Menu Item folder:

Modifiers and Modifier Groups with Descriptions. This example shows the Menu Tree and Item
Properties Window:
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Managing Your Online Menu
Menu Configurator can be used to manage your Aloha Online customer ordering Web site menu in a
number of different ways, including:
Uploading and implementing new POS items
Managing Menu Items
o

Includes updating descriptions, adding multiple sales items to one menu item, etc.

Managing Menu Modifiers
o

Includes creating recipe groups, adding necessary modifiers or removing unnecessary
ones, etc.

There are three Menu Configuration activities that are always required regardless of the types of
ongoing changes made to the online menu:
Activity 1: Check out the menu data (to retrieve the menu data from the Aloha Online data server).
Activity 2: Make menu changes as desired.
Activity 3: Publish the new menu to the Aloha Online customer ordering Web site. The system will
check-in your design upon publishing your changes.

Making Online Menu Changes: Activity 1 – Checking Out the Menu
The first activity is to check out the menu from the Aloha Online server. (Only one user at a time can
check out the menu, this prevents menu change conflicts.)
1. Go to Start > Programs > Aloha Online Menu Configurator > Aloha Online Menu Configurator.
The Menu Configuration screen displays.
a. Or, you may launch the program from a desktop shortcut.
2.

Select File > Check Out Design. The login screen appears.

3. Type your Login. This is the email used to access the Web Admin tool.
4.

Type your Password, also used to access the Web Admin tool.
NOTE: If you do not know your Login or Password, email product support at:
a.

grp-alohaonlinesupport@radiantsystems.com

5. Click OK.
6. Select your company name from the Select Company Design list.
a. Most users will only have one company available at this point.
7. Click OK. The tool then downloads and opens your most recent Menu data.
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Making Online Menu Changes: Activity 2 – Promoting POS Changes
POS changes are imported nightly, but need to be manually implemented to the web menu. There is a
Promotion Wizard that allows for multiple changes to happen through the import process.

1. Check out the design (see Activity 1 for more information on this step).
2. You will see a prompt in the center of the screen to promote changes.
This is not required to make updates to the existing web menu. But, any “new” items or information will not
be available until the wizard completes.

3. After clicking “Yes”, the Wizard starts. Read the descriptions to understand each step before
proceeding.
4. Review your changes. Some common changes to look for:
a. Price Updates: Increases and decreases in price for sales items and/or modifiers will be
automatically updated in the web menu after completing the Wizard.
b. Modifier Group Changes: Adding or removing modifiers from specific groups will be
displayed in the list. Deleted items will be automatically removed from the web menu,
and additions can be implemented either through the Wizard or after the promotion
process. Until the publish process is complete, the deleted items will appear in red
strike-through text in the menu tree. The paths leading to the deleted items will also be
in red.
c. Modifier Group Addition or Removal: Adding a new modifier group or removing an
existing one from a sales item. Each addition or removal will be listed under the sales
item modified, usually at the bottom of the list. Removed groups will be automatically
deleted from the web menu, and newly added ones can be implemented through the
Wizard or after the promotion process.
Note: The list of POS changes can be printed off and used as a reference. Click on Print in the bottom right
corner of the utility.

5. Preview your changes. If there are several items being deleted, the Preview function allows for a
mock-up of what the menu will look like once items have been removed. Previewing the menu is
not required for promoting changes, and can be skipped without affecting the promotion
process.
6. Build menu items or modifiers through the Wizard. This is an optional step, changes can also be
promoted and implemented through the menu tree (this process is described below). This
feature is helpful for when one specific item is being added to the web menu: you can promote
and implement in one step. Again, read the directions at the top of each step to ensure changes
are made correctly.
7. After reviewing the changes, the Wizard will list all the changes that are or are not being
implemented into the web menu. The changes will still be promoted and available after the
Wizard finishes, even if no action was taken through the other promotion steps.
8. The publish process starts. All changes are implemented into the web menu: new items added,
prices updated, and/or deleted items removed.
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9. Review your changes in the menu tree. When adding new items through the Wizard, POS code
numbers are are displayed next to the item name. The website will still function with the code
visible, but is not visually appealing. Some item names will need to be modified for a userfriendly interface (ex: changing “grill chx” to “Grilled Chicken”).

Making Online Menu Changes: Activity 3 – Publishing the Menu
The new version of the menu is now ready to be published to your Web site.
1. Select File > Publish.
2. Click OK. The Publish Wizard appears. This Wizard functions to review menu item violations that
could create problems in the web menu.
NOTE: If you plan on making additional changes, select ‘Keep checked out.’ Clear ‘Keep checked out’ to
enable other users to edit the design.

3. Review the violations in the web menu. Errors will still be published, but may create problems in
the web menu when attempting to order. Common error messages include:
a. POS modifiers may be exceeded: This is common when modifier groups are split into
smaller ones, or modifiers from different groups are combined into one. The website will
still function correctly with this violation; it functions more as a warning.
b. A required option was not chosen for [modifier group name]: this shows that a modifier
with a minimum selection of 1 does not have a default chosen or is missing modifiers. If the
customer does not make a selection in this required group, s/he will get an error message
saying they need a required selection. Setting defaults is covered later in this document.
NOTE: The list of violations can be printed off and used as a checklist to ensure all items are addressed. Click
the Print button on the bottom left-hand side of the screen and choose your printer.

4. Click Publish.
5. Click Close.
NOTE: PUBLISH OFTEN! If the computer crashes, internet connection is lost, the design is checked out by
someone else, etc., the progress made since the last publish will not be saved. Although it takes a little
longer, it is recommended that one publishes after each menu change. The Configurator will not display an
error message at the time a mistake is made (ex: adding an existing duplicate modifier to a modifier group),
but the publish process will not be completed. To correct the mistake, one must retrace his/her steps to
correct the problem before attempting to publish again; this can be cumbersome if multiple changes have
been made since the last publish.
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Making Basic Menu Changes - Submenus
Adding a New Submenu
This feature allows for additional submenus to be added to the web menu, outside the POS submenus.
Using this feature allows for smaller numbers of items to be included in each submenu, and helps
organize the web menu similar to the paper menu.
1. Right-click the Menu Name (usually labeled Default).
2. Select Create New Submenu. The new submenu will appear at the bottom of the list.
3. Select the New Submenu in the list.
4. In the Item Properties Window on the far right, type the new name for the submenu in the
Submenu Name text box.
5. Publish the change.
NOTE: To move the placement of the submenu: highlight the desired submenu and click the green up and
down arrows to move to the desired location.

Renaming an Existing Submenu
Commonly used to reorganize of web menu to reflect paper menu organization, or change an existing
submenu name for a user-friendly interface. An example is changing “SOUP/SALAD” to “Soups and
Salads”.
1. Click on the desired submenu.
2. Type the preferred text in the Submenu Name field in the Item Properties window on the top
right-hand side of the Configurator.
3. Publish the change.
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Time of Day Restrictions for Submenus
This is used for submenus that are offered during select times of day, or days of the week. By utilizing
this feature, the entire submenu is not available during the specified times. Common examples include
showing submenus for particular daily specials (ex: Monday Specials); or restricting breakfast orders
from 7am-11am and starting lunch at 11am.
1. Right-Click on the desired submenu.
2. Select Time of Day Restrictions.
3. Set the days and/or times the submenu is available to customers. The times do not need to
match the store hours. Setting the Monday Specials submenu from 12am-12am will be
sufficient.
NOTE: Customers will not be able to place an order outside of store hours on a given day because store hours
and AM/PM Buffers have been configured in the Web Admin tool. Although the menu is set to display at 3am,
customers will not be able to order off that menu until the store opens.

4. Publish the change.
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Managing Menu Items
Adding Menu Items
Items, which are not yet displayed, can be added to the online menu, multiple items can be added in
one step.
NOTE: The menu item must be in a Sales category (Retail is not supported) and on a panel or submenu in the POS in
order to be seen by the web menu.

1. Choose the submenu where the item will go.
2. Right-click on the submenu and select Create New Menu Items.
3. Use the Find Items box to search for the item by name or POS code. Select the item by checking
the box in the Add column.
4. There are a number of choices for building out the menu item. The three most popular options
are:
a. Build Web Item From - POS item: this builds the item directly from the POS data, or as the
servers see it in-store. The menu item, sales item, and modifier groups will need to be
manually edited.
b. Build Web Item From - Existing Web item: constructs the menu item using an existing
item’s modifier groups. The sales and menu items will need to be edited manually.
c. Build Web Item From - Sselected Web Modifier Groups: Choose modifier groups that are
already edited. This is helpful for items that share the same groups, like steak temperature
and entrée sides.
i.

However, the only available groups are ones that are associated with that menu
item. For example, a steak temperature group will not be available for a chicken
entrée without proper POS configuration.

5. Click Ok, and the new menu item will be available at the bottom of the submenu list. Use the
green arrows at the top of the Menu Tree to move the item to the desired location.
6. Publish the change.
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Deleting Menu Items
In order to prevent a customer from ordering an item, that item can be removed from the online menu.
Deleting an item from the web menu does not remove it permanently from the database, however is
will no longer be available for use by the web site. Deleted items can be re-added if needed, but will need
to be built from scratch (i.e., update menu name, add description, configure modifiers).
1. Select the item.
2. Right-click and select Delete. Or, hit the Delete button on the keyboard.
3. Publish the change.

Hiding Menu Items
In some cases, it may be necessary to temporarily remove an item from the online menu, this is best
achieved using the Visible flag. By using this feature, the item will be removed from the web menu but
not from the menu tree; all customization will remain intact. But, when it is made visible, no additional
configuration is needed- all modifier groups and descriptions will be the same as before. This is
commonly used for seasonal items or rotating specials.
This can also be done with modifiers, modifier groups, and submenus.
1. Select the item to be removed from the menu.
2. Right-click on the item and choose the Visible option. Your item will be in gray italics text,
meaning it is invisible.
3. Publish the change.
To make an item visible, use the steps listed above.

Naming Menu Items
This allows an item name to be changed to to match the paper menu, rather than using the POS text the
servers see. For example, renaming the menu item “BACON CHZBURG” to “Bacon Cheeseburger” to
avoid customer confusion when reading the web menu.
NOTE: The utility does not have a spell check feature. Review all changes before publishing.

1. Expand the menu tree to locate the item to edit.
2. In the Display Name text box (in the Item Properties window on the top right-hand side of the
utility), enter the preferred name for the item.
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3. In the Description text box enter the preferred description for the item, usually to match the
paper menu. The description must be added at the Menu Item level (folder) to be seen online.
a. For example, a description of a bacon cheeseburger could be: “Two thick bacon strips,
cheddar cheese and ketchup on an all-beef patty cooked to your liking. Served with your
choice of side.”
4. Publish the change.

Moving Existing Menu Items to a Different Submenu
This feature is commonly used when certain menu items need to be moved to a more appropriate menu
category. Any configuration associated with that menu item (descriptions, modifier groups, etc) is
moved over with the item. An example would be moving salads out of an appetizer submenu into a
separate salads category.
1. Locate the item to be moved.
2. Right-click on the Sales Item and Select Change Submenu.
3. Locate the Submenu where the item should go. New submenus (that were created in Menu
Configurator) are listed at the bottom.
4. Click OK, and publish the change.

Offering Menu Items By Day of Week
It is possible to display menu items offered based on a schedule, restrictions can be placed on the items
so that they do not appear on the menu except on the days they are available in-store. This can only be
done with menu items, not modifiers. Examples include Daily Specials and Soup of the Day.
1. Locate the menu item in the list.
2. Right-click on the menu item, and select Day of Week Restrictions.
3. Select the days of the week the item is not available. For example, if the item is not sold on
Sunday, select Sunday.
4. Publish the change.
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Combining Like Items Priced By Quantity or Size
Some items may be sold by size and quantity, such as Chicken Wings in quantities of 5, 10, 20, and 50
wings. Combining like items to allow customers to select a menu item and then the quantity, thereby
simplifying the ordering process.
1. Locate and select one of the items to be combined. This will be the “default” size in the pop-up
window online. Changing the order of the sizes within the menu tree will not change the default
size, but will alter the order in which they are displayed. (The default item can be changed later
by changing the Default Item Id)
2. Enter the new Menu Item Name for the Menu Item (folder). Choose a generic name for all the
items included, and include information about the sizes in the description. Using the example
above, enter Chicken Wings at the Menu Item level and describe the sauces available in the
Description.
3. Right-click the item that was renamed in step 2 and select Create New Menu Item.
4. Select the item(s) to be added, items can be located by name or POS code. Multiple items can
be added in this step, and be reordered after being added to the menu.
5. Select each Sales Item and rename with the correct name, usually to accurately reflect the size.
Using the example above, rename each wing size to 5 Wings, 10 Wings, 20 Wings, and 50 Wings.
6. After combining the sizes, if the items are displayed elsewhere in the web menu delete them. It
will not affect the combined sizes item just created. Do not make these items invisible - delete
them! Making an item invisible makes it invisible in all locations on the menu.
7. To change the size selection label to read something other than “Choose Size” at the top of the
modifier panel, enter the desired text into the Sales Item Selection Label field. This is used
when similar items are grouped, but not by size; an example is grouping a Caesar salad with a
Chicken Caesar salad.
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Managing Menu Modifiers and Modifier Groups
Creating a New Modifier Group
Creating a new modifier group allows for customization of modifiers available online. Once created, the
group is available exclusively to that item. This is commonly done when building a specific recipe group
for a menu item. Several new groups can be built simultaneously with this feature.
1. Right-click on a sales item, and select Create New Modifier Groups.
2. Choose the group by clicking the Create column. Multiple groups can be created by checking
several boxes.
3. Select the modifiers by using Shift + mouse click (for multiple items in a row) or Control + mouse
click (for several scattered items).
4. Click Ok, and your new modifier group appears at the bottom of the list.
a. Modifier group name, description, etc. can be edited as needed from this point.
5. Publish the change.

Sharing a Modifier Group
This feature is especially useful when multiple sales items use the same modifier groups. Instead of
configuring a group unique to each menu item, a common group can be shared with multiple. For
example, one entrée sides group can be shared with all entrees.
Keep in mind that any modifications to shared groups affect all instances where that group is used. To
make a modification on one menu item, build a unique group for that item.
1. Right-click on the sales item to be modified.
2. Click on Share Existing Web Modifier Groups.
3. Select the group(s) to be shared from the list.
4. The new groups show up at the bottom of the sales item. (They can be rearranged as needed.)
5. Publish the change.
Note: Recipes and defaults do not carry over when the group is shared. Those items need to be configured on
an individual menu item basis.

Splitting Modifier Groups
In cases where there are a large number of items in a modifier group, it may be preferred that the data
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be presented in smaller groups on the web site, splitting allows this to happen without needing to build
new groups. This is commonly used with pizzas, where one “catch-all” toppings group is used on the
POS. However, having too many choices in one group on the web site can be cumbersome for
customers. This function helps split the existing topping group into smaller categories- cheeses, veggies,
etc.
1. Locate the web modifier group in the list.
2. Right-click the web modifier and select Split Web Modifier Group from the menu that appears.
3. Select the modifiers to be split up using the Control + mouse click feature. These modifiers will
be removed from the existing group and added into the new one.
4. The new group appears at the bottom of the list. (It is recommended the title be edited
immediately to prevent duplication of additional groups. )
a. When a shared modifier group is split into two smaller ones, both groups appear under all
sales items where the group is present.
5. Publish the change.

Changing Minimum and Maximum Selections for Modifier Groups
In some cases, modifier groups are not required for in-store operations, but are vital for online ordering.
The groups need to be added to each menu item in the POS and configured with minimum and
maximum selections of zero prior to web menu implementation. In Menu Configurator, those modifier
groups can be altered to have required and maximum selections; these modifications only affect the web
menu.
An example would be a restaurant who sells primarily build your own Mexican dishes: burritos, tacos,
etc. In store, the customer would tell the staff member which type of tortilla s/he wants, thus making it
a “required selection.” Although the tortilla type isn’t required for check-out, it needs to be required
online to maintain in-store operations and ensuring the order is made correctly.

1. Locate the group to be altered.
2. In the Item Properties Window on the top right-hand side, locate the Minimum Modifiers Field,
and change the number from 0 to whichever is preferred.
a. This can be any number greater than zero.
3. Change the Maximum Modifiers field to a number equal to or greater than the Minimum
Modifiers field. The maximum cannot be less than the minimum field (ex: Min 1, Max 0).
4. Publish your change.
Warning: Successfully changing modifier groups with a minimum selection greater than 0 to a
smaller number for the web menu is not possible through Menu Configurator! The website will
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recognize that unique group has a required selection via the POS database; the website will
display error messages every time a required option is not selected- even when it has been
altered in the Configurator. The group must be edited in the POS for this to take effect online.
Forced screen flows may be implemented to maintain in-store operations. This commonly
happens with server messages to the kitchen, such as soup and salad timing.

Naming Modifier Groups
There are two text fields that can be displayed as modifier group headings, configured in the Menu
Configurator Tool, as below:
1. Web Modifier Group Name (max 100 characters): Created upon import, the default name that is
displayed. This can be edited to match the paper menu using the Web Modifier Group Name
field in the Item Properties Window.
a. To Change: Locate the modifier group, and enter the preferred name in the fields listed
above. This change will take place in every instance where the group is used.
2. Web Modifier Group Description, using the Web Modifier Description field in the Item
Properties Window.
a. Used to describe the modifier group, typically with instructions for customer to choose
something from the list below.
b. To Change: Enter the preferred description in the field listed above. This area is blank,
unless otherwise specified. If this area is not used, the system will display (optional) for
groups without min/max selections; the system will display (required) for groups with
min 1/max 1 groups.

Alphabetizing Modifiers within a Modifier Group
This is commonly used for groups where there are several selections available, such as a Build Your Own
Item. Having items in alphabetical order creates a more user-friendly interface on the web; this is a
simple and effective organization that most customers can understand quickly.
1. Choose the modifier group you wish to edit, right-click, and choose Sort Modifier Groups A-Z.
2. View the modifier group either in the menu tree or in the preview window to confirm the group
has been edited.
3. Publish your change.
NOTE: Modifiers can be moved around after completion to better fit operational needs. For example, moving the
“plain” or “no choice” modifier to the top after alphabetizing sandwich toppings allows for customers to see they do
not need to add an unnecessary item to their order.

Configuring Recipes
Recipes serve to communicate to a customer what comes with an item, they also allow for easy removal
of a topping or ingredient when placing the order. For in-store operations, the only thing that is
displayed on the kitchen chit is the removed item. The overall concept for recipes is that the
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servers/kitchen already knows what comes on that item, and only wants to be made aware when
something is removed.
For example: a turkey sandwich is served with lettuce, tomato, onion, mustard and mayonnaise. These
items are listed in the description, and are also listed in a separate recipe modifier group. To remove
tomatoes, the customer would uncheck the tomatoes modifier. On the virtual receipt and in the kitchen,
the item would read “Turkey Sandwich, No Tomatoes”. If no selections are made, it is assumed the item
is being ordered “as-is.”
1. Right-click the item and select Configure Default Web Modifiers.
2. Select Recipe Option for each modifier that is part of the default recipe.
3. Publish the change.
Note: Recipe and default items can be set for items with multiple sales items in one folder in one batch step.
Right-click on the Menu Item level (folder), and select Configure Default Web Modifiers. Check all items you
wish to modify and select the defaults/recipes from the list below. Identical groups and modifiers must be
used between the items in order for this feature to work.

Building Recipes from Existing Modifier Groups
This is a batch function that both creates a new modifier group and configures the recipe items for a
sales item all in one step. It is an alternate method to the steps described above.
1. Right-click on the sales item and select Configure Default Web Modifiers.
2. Click on all the items that are part of the recipe.
3. In the bottom left-hand corner of the pop-up, click on Move Recipe Options into a Separate
Group.
4. The new recipe group will appear at the bottom of the list with the default name “Recipe”. This
can be edited to fit the menu item.
a. If this group is shared between sales items, the recipes need to be configured for each
individual sales item. Recipe configuration does not carry over between menu items.
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Configuring Default Web Modifiers
It is possible to set default modifiers for specific items; this is done to reduce errors when a customer
forgets to select one. (It prevents kitchen commotion, and not knowing how to prepare an order.)
This is commonly used for modifier groups that have a minimum selection of one. For example, you can
set a default hamburger temperature to medium, or set the default entrée side to French fries.
1. Locate the sales item, right-click and select Configure Default Web Modifiers.
2. Select the items you wish to modify using the Default Item column.
3. Publish the change.

Naming Modifiers
1. Locate the modifier group in the tree, and expand it by clicking the + next to the modifier group
name.
2. Select the desired modifier.
3. Enter the online name for the modifier in the Display Name text box in the Item Properties
Window in the right-hand side of the utility.
4. Type the detailed description for the modifier in the Description text box.
5. Publish the change.

Deleting Modifiers
Deleting a modifier only deletes the single instance of the modifier. Deleting lettuce from sandwiches
does not mean it will be deleted from hamburgers. However, if this modifier is used in a shared group, it
will be removed in all areas where that group is used.
1. Locate and select the modifier to remove in the list.
2. Right-click the modifier and select Delete. Or, press the Delete key on the keyboard.
3. Publish the change.

Hiding Modifiers
In some cases, it may be preferred to hide a modifier on the online menu, rather than deleting, such as
modifiers that are seasonal and will return in periodic intervals. Hiding a modifier hides it everywhere it
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is used, even if the modifier group containing the item is different.
1. Right-click the modifier and select Visible from the menu that appears. The text will change to
gray italics when the item is invisible.
2. To change the item from invisible to visible, repeat the same steps.
3. Publish the change.

Enabling Ordering Modifiers By Quantity
Ordering modifiers by quantity allows a customer to change the quantity for modifiers on a given menu
item. This can be used to designate “extra” or “double” of an item. All modifiers that are configured with
a price will charge the customer appropriately.
1. Locate the item in the list.
2. Select QtyModifierItem from the Item Ordering Behavior drop-down list in the Property
window.

3. Locate the web modifier group for the item in the menu tree.
4. Change the Maximum Quantity Per Item to a number greater than zero. This limits the number
of “extras” one can order.
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Managing Multiple Menus
Adding Separate Menus for Each Service You Offer
The Aloha Online Web site can provide a separate menu for each of the services offered, such as Pickup,
Delivery, and Catering. This is helpful when, for example, the delivery menu may not offer as many items
as the pickup menu; or, when catering is offered, but the items come in larger sizes than offered on the
regular menu. These options are used during the ordering process to determine which menu the user
sees when placing their order.
A new online menu from one that has already been created, but before doing so, make all design
changes to the original menu first, including spelling corrections, description changes, size combinations,
modifier group splitting, etc. Copying an online menu before completing its design will result in dual
maintenance.
1. Select Web Menu > Menu Management.
2. Click New Menu. Enter the name of the new menu, such as “Catering.”
3. Select the Supported Modes, Pickup, Delivery, or both (Pickup and Delivery).
4. Designate the Menu Type, Retail or Catering.
5. Apply a Menu Attribute Override, if applicable. For more information regarding menu
attribute overrides, please see the document Aloha_Online-How_ToConfigure_Menu_Attribute_Overrides.
6. Click OK.
7. To view the new menu and add items to it, select Web Menu > Active Menu > name of
menu entered in step 3.
Sharing an Existing Submenu
Used when a submenu from another menu design will be utilized by another. Any changes made will be
reflected in both menus automatically, including manual updates and promoted POS changes.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the menu.
Right-click the menu.
Select Share Existing Submenu.
Select the desired Submenu.
Click OK.
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Appendix A: Pizza Configuration
Pizza Configuration for Online Ordering is programmed to mimic the set-up already present in the POS.
It allows for left and right half toppings, appropriate pricing for those items, and other special
considerations for building pizzas. Utilizing this feature online requires special configuration in the
template.xml file found in Web Admin that is not applicable to the rest of menu configuration.
There are 4 steps to configuring pizzas correctly in the web menu:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Confirm pizza configuration is used in store.
Build out the menu items completely in Menu Configurator
Edit the template.xml to fit the store’s needs, and upload revised version into Web Admin.
Apply the Advanced Style Settings in Menu Configurator.

First, make sure the POS is set up with Pizza Configuration. Without it, the website will not allow for half
toppings or work correctly when a customer orders.
How to tell if pizza configuration is being used in the store:
1. Locate the sales item in the Menu Configurator Menu tree.
2. In the Item Properties Window, confirm the default Item Ordering Behavior is set to Pizza.

3. If it the default is set to Normal, then pizza configuration is not being used in store. Go back to
the POS and configure this, refresh the data, and perform an import the next day to proceed.
Preparing pizza menu items:
1. Determine which modifier groups will be used online. Common ones include crust, cheeses,
sauces, veggies and proteins. However, in some cases, it is more appropriate to use an
instructions modifier group for light sauce, light cheese, no oil on crust, etc.
2. Build out the items and modifier groups completely in Menu Configurator. Steps to complete
this include, but are not limited to:
a. Combine like sales items into one folder (usually for different sizes of recipe pizzas)
b. Apply all recipe and/or default items, descriptions, alphabetizing, etc.
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To configure the Template.XML:
3. In Web Admin, navigate to Designs > Graphics & Content. Download the template.xml, and
save the original to your hard drive. This allows for a copy of the original to be uploaded to the
website if a mistake is made.
4. At the top of the file, you will notice a series of items listed under Pizza:
a. The Page ID field cannot be changed. This field correllates with the Advanced Style
Setting in Menu Configurator.
b. The tabs below correspond to the tabs seen online. Tab names can be edited to fit the
store’s needs. For example, some stores have one size for specialty pizzas; in this case,
the size tab can be removed to avoid customer confusion.
c. The tab ID refers to the text listed in the Advanced Style Setting inside the Menu
Configurator Item Properties Window. These values must be in capital letters. This
allows for the modifier groups to correspond with the tab listed in this file.
d. The Label is what corresponds with the tab name in the web menu. This is only seen
when the customer is ordering. The Label and Tab ID do not need to match exactly to
implement this configuration.

5. Change the labels or IDs to accommodate you pizza’s settings. Some common changes:
a. One-size specialty pizzas: delete the Size tab. The whole line of text can be eliminated.
b. One large topping group instead of two smaller ones: Change either Protein or Veggies
to Toppings. Alter both the ID and the label.
c. No instructions for pizzas: delete the entire line for Instructions.
NOTE: Pizza functionality will continue to work without every tab being used in the web menu.

6. Save the changes, and upload into Web Admin. Click Refresh Ordering Site to push the change
out to the website.
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Implementing Pizza Configuration in Menu Configurator:
7. In Menu Configurator, locate the Menu Item for the pizza.
8. In the Item Properties Window on the top right side of the utility, enter PIZZA in the Advanced
Style Setting field. This is case-sensitive, and PIZZA must be typed in using capital letters.

9. To set up the tabs, type in the corresponding values from the Tab IDs in the Template.XML into
the Advanced Style Setting on each modifier group. This information is also case-sensitive, and
must be typed in using capital letters.

a. NOTE: If shared modifier groups are used, setting the Advanced Style Setting in one
group will apply it to all items.
10. Publish the change. It is recommended to configure one pizza and check it in the web menu
before proceeding.
11. Perform steps 7-11 for all pizzas. Confirm progress after each pizza to ensure all fields are
populated.
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